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Abstract

The certificateless-based signature system allows people
to verify the signature without the certificate. For this
reason, we do not need the certificate authority (CA)
to store and manage users’ certificates and public keys.
Certificateless-based signature can also overcome the cer-
tificate management problem and the key escrow prob-
lem of the traditional signature system. In 2012, Zhang
and Mao first designed the certificateless-based signature
scheme based on RSA operations; however, their scheme
still has latent vulnerabilities. To overcome these short-
comings, we propose an improved version to make the
RSA-based certificateless scheme stronger and more se-
cure. Besides, we reduce the computational cost to make
our scheme more efficient.

Keywords: Authentication, certificateless, integrity, non-
repudiation, RSA, signature

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid development of computer technology,
there are many digital applications that have become
involved in our daily lives. In the past, people usu-
ally use pens to sign important messages; however, since
the digital message has replaced traditional paper, peo-
ple have started to use digital signatures to sign digital
messages. Although many researchers have designed dif-
ferent signature applications with different requirements,
like blind signatures [4, 5, 8] ring signatures, and group
signatures [3, 10], all digital signatures are designed to
uphold the following three rules: 1) integrity, 2) unforge-
ability and 3) non-repudiation. We demonstrate these
rules as follows:

1) Integrity: When a person can verify the received mes-
sage and signature, he or she can ensure that the mes-

sage has not been modified by someone else during
the transmission time.

2) Unforgeability: By verifying the received message
and signature, people easily can verify the legal iden-
tity of the signer. Conversely, the people who verify
the signature can make sure that no one else is using
a fake signature and message to impersonate the real
signer.

3) Non-repudiation: When someone maliciously denies
a message and signature that he or she had signed, a
good signature scheme can identify the true provider
of the signature. In short, the signature must protect
the verifier, in case he or she becomes the victim.

In a traditional digital signature system, the signer nor-
mally holds two keys, a private key and a public key.
The private key can be used for signing important mes-
sages, and give the corresponding public key to the cer-
tificate authority and verifier. The certificate authority
(CA) stores and manages every user’s public key. Once
the verifier receives a signature from a signer and wants
to verify it, CA will give the corresponding certificate to
the verifier which includes the signer’s public key. Hence,
the verifier can verify the certificate and the signer’s pub-
lic key immediately. It is secure and very convenient
but places a heavy burden on CA because the CA has
to store and manage many certificates. For this rea-
son, Shamir proposed an ID-based public key system in
1985 [9]. The users are allowed to use their identity in-
formation as their public key, and a private key genera-
tion center (PKGC) can generate users’ private key which
corresponds to the users’ identity information. Unfortu-
nately, some researchers have started to suspect the roy-
alty of PKC because people feel anxiety about the CA
holding their private key and privacy information. This
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is called the ”key escrow problem” in some of the liter-
ature [1]. To overcome this problem, researchers have
started to focus on the issues of the certificateless-based
signature scheme.

In 2003 [2], the first certificateless-based signature was
proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson; however, Huang et
al. [6] pointed out that Al-Riyami and Paterson’s scheme
has a security weakness in 2005. In 2004 [11], Yum and
Lee used the identity of the signer to replace the pub-
lic key then proposed the ID-based certificateless signa-
ture. Huang et al. [7] found that Yum and Lee’s scheme
was insecure and proposed a novel standard model to
fix Yum and Lee’s scheme in 2007. The following year,
Zhang et al. [13] proposed a signature scheme based on
bilinear pairing operations. Then in 2009 [12], Yuan et
al. proposed a certificateless signature scheme that could
defend against malicious-but-passive-KGC attacks. Re-
cently, Zhang and Mao pointed out that there had never
existed an RSA-based certificateless signature scheme, so
they were first to design the RSA-based construction of
a certificateless signature scheme in 2012 [14]. Unfortu-
nately, we found out that Zhang and Mao’s scheme has
two latent security vulnerabilities. Through latent secu-
rity vulnerabilities, we can show that their scheme is not
safe if we give more power and permission to the attacker.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel scheme to improve
the security and reduce the computational cost based on
Zhang and Mao’s RSA-based certificateless scheme. The
contributions of our proposed scheme are as follows: 1) we
overcome the problem of public key in Zhang and Mao’s
scheme, 2) our scheme improves the security of Zhang and
Mao’s scheme and makes RSA-based certificateless signa-
ture stronger, and 3) although Zhang and Mao were the
first to start using the RSA crypto-system to reduce the
computational cost in the certificateless signature system,
the performance of our proposed scheme is more efficient.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the details of Zhang and Mao’s scheme,
and Section 3 points out its latent weaknesses. In Sec-
tion 4, we introduce the details of our strong RSA-based
certificateless signature scheme. Section 5 discusses the
security analysis and the performance of our proposed
scheme. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Related Works

In this section, we briefly review Zhang and Mao’s RSA-
based certificateless scheme [14]. Their scheme consists of
the following seven polynomial-time algorithms.

Setup (1k)→ (MPK,MSK).
The key generation center (KGC) generates the mas-
ter public key (MPK), and the master secret key
(MSK).

Partial-Private-Key-Extraction (MPK,MSK, ID)
→ (dID).

KGC generates the partial private key dID by
inputting MPK, MSK and ID. Then, KGC gives the
partial private key dID to the user over a secure
channel.

Set-Secret-Value (ID,MPK)→ (xID).
The user randomly chooses the secret value xID by
inputting MPK and ID.

Set-Private-Key (xID, dID)→ (SKID).
The user inputs xID and dID into the algorithm, and
the algorithm generates the signing key SKID.

Set-Public-Key (MPK,xID, dID)→ (PKID). The
user inputs MPK, xID and dID into the algorithm,
and the algorithm returns public key PKID.

CL-Scheme-Sign (SKID, ID,MPK,M)→ (M, δ).
The signer inputs SKID, ID, MPK and message M
into the algorithm, and the algorithm returns the
message M with signature δ.

CL-Scheme-Verify (ID,MPK,M, δ)→ Accept/Reject.
By verifying signature δ and message M, the verifier
can accept or reject the message and signature.

After this brief introduction to seven algorithms in
Zhang and Mao’s scheme [14], it is useful to examine
their scheme in more detail. In paper [14], their scheme
can be easily divided into seven phases: 1) setup phase,
2) partial-private key extraction phase, 3) set user secret
value phase, 4) set user public key phase, 5) set user pri-
vate key phase, 6) sign signature phase, and 7) verify
signature phase. The details are described as follows.

1) Setup phase:
First, the KGC generates two large random num-
bers pand q, and computes N = pq. Then it gen-
erates e that satisfies gcd(e, φ(N)) = 1, where φ(N)
denotes Eular’s totient function. After that, KGC
gets d from computing ed mod φ(N) = 1 and selects
two cryptographic hash functions H0: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗N
and H: Z4

N · {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l, where l is a secu-
rity parameter. Finally, KGC sets the master se-
cret key (MSK) = {d} and the master public key
(MPK) = {e,N,H0, H}.

2) Partial-private key extraction phase:
KGC uses user’s identity ID, where ID belongs to
{0, 1}∗, then computes the partial private key dID =
H0(ID)MSK = H0(ID)d. After that, KGC sends
dID to the user over a secure channel.

3) Set user secret value phase:
The user chooses a random number XID and sets the
XID as a secret value.

4) Set user public key phase:
Given the partial private key dID and the secret value
XID, the user uses identity ID to generate the public
key PKID = H0(UID)XID mod N .
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5) Set user private key phase:
Given the partial private key dID and the secret value
XID, the user can generate the private key SKID =
(XID, dID).

6) Sign signature phase:
First, the user chooses two random numbers r1
and r2 for computing R1 = H0(ID)r1 mod N and
R2 = H0(ID)r2 mod N . Second, the user computes
h = H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,M), where M is a mes-
sage. Then, user computes u1 = (H0(ID)d)(r1−h)

and u2 = r2 −XIDh. Finally, the certificateless sig-
nature on message M is δ = (u1, u2, h).

7) Verify signature phase:
Upon receiving the message with the signature
δ = (u1, u2, h), the verifier starts to com-
pute R′1 = ue1H0(ID)h mod N and R′2 =
H0(ID)u2PKh

ID mod N . Then, the verifier verifies
whether H(R′1, R

′
2, ID, PKID,M) ?

= h. If the verifi-
cation holds, the user can accept the signature and
message; otherwise, the user will reject them. The
correctness of the verification can easily be shown as
follows:

Step 1. Computes

R′1 = ue1H0(ID)h mod N

= ((H0(ID)d)r1−h)eH0(ID)h mod N

= H(H0(ID)r1) mod N

= R1.

Step 2. Computes

R′2 = H0(ID)u2PKh
ID mod N

= H0(ID)r2−X
h
IDPKh

ID mod N

= H0(ID)r2−X
h
ID (H0(ID)XID )h

= H0(ID)r2 mod N

= R2.

Step 3. Because R′1 = R1 and R′2 = R2, we can
compute and verify

H(R′1, R
′
2, ID, PKID,M)

= H(R1, R2, ID, PKID,M)

= h.

3 Cryptanalysis of Zhang et al.’s
Scheme

Zhang and Mao improved upon the drawbacks of tradi-
tional signatures, and they were the first to start using
the RSA crypto-system in certificateless signature scheme
to reduce computational costs. Unfortunately, if we give
more power to attackers, we find two defects in Zhang and
Mao’s scheme. The first problem is the signer’s public key,
and second is a royalty problem of KGC.

3.1 Problem of Signer’s Public Key

In Zhang and Mao’s scheme, their public key is based on a
traditional certificateless scheme. Therefore, their public
key PKID = H0(ID)XID consists of the signer identity
ID and secret value XID. Apparently, the secret value
is a random number that only the signer knows. Even if
the verifier holds public key PKID and the signer’s real
identity, he still cannot prove whether this public key is
correct or not without the secret value XID. Al-Riyami
and Paterson [2] also point out that there is no authen-
ticating information for public keys in the certificateless
signature system. Therefore, the ”impersonate attack”
may exist in certificateless signature if the verifier cannot
verify PKID = H0(ID)XID at the beginning of the proto-
col. For example, we assume that there has one attacker
who impersonates the original signer using the fake secret
value to generate public key as PKID = H0(ID)Xattacker .
After the verifier receives it, he cannot detect the fake
public key immediately.

3.2 Royalty Problem of KGC

Assume that Caesar is an attacker, Josh is a victim signer,
and Janet is a victim verifier in Zhang and Mao’s scheme.
Caesar also is one of the KGC’s members, who obtains
the real master key d and stealthily generates a par-
tial private key dJosh = H0(Josh)MSK = H0(Josh)d

and randomly chooses the secret value XCaesar. After
that, Caesar can impersonate Josh to generate the fake
public key PKJosh = H0(Josh)XCaesar and fake private
SKJosh = (XCaesar, dJosh). Now, Caesar uses the fake
PKJosh, SKJosh and Josh’s identity to sign on the fake
important message M2 as follows:

Step 1. Caesar randomly chooses two numbers r′1 and
r′2.

Step 2. Then, Caesar computes

R′′1 = H0(Josh)r
′
1 mod N,

R′′2 = H0(Josh)r
′
2 mod N,

h2 = H(R′′1 , R
′′
2 , Josh, PKJosh,M2),

u′1 = (H0(Josh)d)r
′
1−h2 ,

u′2 = r′2 −XCaesarh2.

Step 3. After that, Caesar can generate the invalid sig-
nature δ′ = (u′1, u

′
2, h2).

Step 4. Finally, Caesar sends the invalid signature δ′ and
important message M2 to Janet.

When Janet receives this important message with the
invalid signature, she starts to verify this signature and
message. The details of the verification are shown as fol-
lows:

Step 1. First, Janet computes

R′′′1 = (u′1)eH0(Josh)h2 mod N

R′′′2 = H0(Josh)u
′
2(PKJosh)h2 mod N.
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Step 2. After that, Janet can compute and verify
whether H(R′′′1 , R

′′′
2 , Josh, PKJosh,M2) ?

= h2 holds
or not. If the verification holds, Janet believes the
message and the signature; otherwise, Janet can de-
tect that the message and signature are incorrect.

The correctness of the verification can easily be shown
as follows:

Step 1. Compute

R′′′1 = (u′1)eH0(Josh)h2 mod N

= ((H0(Josh)d)r
′
1−h2)eH0(Josh)h2 mod N

= H0(Josh)r
′
1 mod N

= R′′1 .

Step 2. Compute

R′′′2 = H0(Josh)u
′
2(PKJosh)h2 mod N

= H0(Josh)r
′
2−XCaesarh2(PKJosh)h2 mod N

= H0(Josh)r
′
2−XCaesarh2

(H0(Josh)XCaesar mod N)h2 mod N

= H0(Josh)r
′
2 mod N

= R′′2 .

Step 3. Because R′′′1 is equal to R′′1 and R′′′2 is equal to
R′′2 , we can compute and verify h′2

?
= h2 by computing

as follows:

h′2 = H(R′′′1 , R
′′′
2 , Josh, PKJosh,M2)

= H(R′′1 , R
′′
2 , Josh, PKJosh,M2)

= h2.

However, the message with the invalid signature can
still pass the verification because the secret value XCaesar

is a random number and nobody knows this secret
value. Josh cannot prove that the fake public key
PKJosh = H0(Josh)XCaesar and fake private SKJosh =
(XCaesar, dJosh) do not belong to him. Therefore, even
though Zhang and Mao’s scheme can be safe and efficient
in most general cases, if we give strong power to an at-
tacker, it cannot prevent the above-mentioned problem.

4 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a novel strong RSA-based cer-
tificateless scheme to improve Zhang and Mao’s scheme.
There are three participants in our scheme: key generator
center (KGC), signer, and verifier. Our scheme consists of
eight algorithms and the details are described as follows.

Setup (1c)→ (MPK,MSK)
KGC inputs secret parameter to generate the master
public key (MPK) and master secret key (MSK).

Set-Secret-Value (UID,MPK)→ (xUID)
The signer inputs her/his identity and KGC’s mas-
ter public key, and then randomly chooses the secret
value xUID.

Blind-Secret-Value (R,MPK, xUID)→ (RxUID)
The signer inputs a random number R, MPK and
secret value xUID to generate the blinded secret value
RxUID.

Signed-Secret-Value (RxUID,MSK)→ (RxdUID)
KGC inputs the blinded secret value RxUID and
master secret key, and the algorithm returns the
signed secret value RxdUID.

Partial-Private Key (UID,MSK)→ (UIDd)
KGC inputs the signer’s identity and master se-
cret key, then the algorithm returns signed identity
UIDd.

Set-Public Key (UID)→ (PKUID)
The signer can directly set her/his identity as the
public key.

Set-Private Key (UIDd, xdUID)→ (SKUID)
The signer inputs the partial private key and signed
secret value, then the algorithm returns the private
key.

Sign-Signature (SKUID, UID,MPK,M)→ (M, δ)
The signer can input her/his private key, identity,
master public key and message M, and then he or
she can get a message M with signature δ from this
algorithm.

Verify-Signature (PKID,MPK,M, δ)→ Accept/Reject
The verifier can input the public key of the signer,
master public key, message M and the signature δ.
After this algorithm runs the verification, it can give
a response message to tell the verifier whether the
signature is correct or not.

Our proposed scheme can be divided into four phases:
1) setup phase, 2) blinding phase, 3) signing phase and 4)
verifying phase. The details are described as follows:

1) Setup phase.
The KGC generates two large random numbers pand
q, and computes N = pq first. Then KGC can choose
e that satisfy gcd(e, φ(N)) = 1. Here, φ(N) denotes
Eular’s totient function. After that, KGC can find
one d from computing ed mod φ(N) = 1 and selects
two cryptographic hash functions h0: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗n
and h: Z4

n{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}p, where p is a security
parameter. Finally, KGC sets parameter d to be the
master secret key (MSK) and parameters e, N , h0,
and h to be the master public key (MPK).

2) Blinding phase.
In the blinding phase, the signer chooses a random
number R first, and then computes R−1 that satisfies
R·R−1 = 1. After that, he or she uses R, secret value
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xUID and KGC’s master public key e to compute
C = RexUID and sends his identity UID and C to
KGC. When KGC receives UID and C, KGC will use
its master private key d to sign the received UID and
C. After that, KGC sends UIDd and Cd back to the
signer. When the signer receives UIDd and Cd, he
or she can compute CdR−1 to get xdUID. Finally, the
signer can compute xdUIDUID

d = (xUIDUID)d and
sets (xUIDUID)d as the private key. At the same
time, signer can directly set her/his identity UID as
the public key.

3) Signing phase.
The signer chooses a random number rs1 , and uses

rs1 to compute Rs1 = UIDrs1x
2rs1
UID. After that,

the signer can compute the Hs = h(Rs1 , UID,m3),
where UID is the public key of signer and m3 is the

message. Then, the signer computes us1 = x
Hs+rs1
UID

and us2 = ((xUIDUID)d)rs1−Hs to generate the sig-
nature δ = (Hs, us1 , us2), and send a message with
the signature to the verifier.

4) Verifying phase.
When the verifier receives the message m with sig-
nature δ, he or she can use signer’s public key (UID)
and KGC’s master public key e to compute R′s1 =
(us2)e(UID)Hsus1 . Then, the verifier can use R′s1 ,
signer’s public key UID and the message m3 to gen-
erate H ′s = h(R′s1 , UID,m3), and verifies whether
Hs is equal to H ′s. If the equation holds, then the
verifier can believe that the signature is correct. The
details of the equation are shown as follows:

H ′s = h(R′s1 , UID,m3)

= h((us2)e(UID)Hsus1 , UID,m3)

= h((((xUIDUID)d)rs1−Hs)e

(UID)Hsx
Hs+rs1
UID , UID,m3)

= h(((xdUIDUID
d)rs1−Hs)e

(UID)Hsx
Hs+rs1
UID , UID,m3)

= h(((xedUIDUID
ed)rs1−Hs)

(UID)Hsx
Hs+rs1
UID , UID,m3)

= h((x
rs1−Hs

UID UIDrs1−Hs)

(UID)Hsx
Hs+rs1
UID , UID,m3)

= h((x
2rs1
UIDUID

rs1 ), UID,m3)

= h(Rs1 , UID,m3)

= Hs.

5 Security Analysis

In this section, we show that a strong certificateless sig-
nature scheme based on RSA not only keeps the original
security properties of the signature, i.e., integrity, authen-
tication and non-repudiation, but also can protect the
signer even if the attacker has strong power. In addition,

we also evaluate the computational cost of our proposed
scheme and compare it with that of Zhang and Mao’s
scheme in Subsection 5.6.

5.1 Integrity

In our proposed scheme, the verifier can check the
integrity of message m3 by verifying signature δ =
(Hs, us1 , us2), where Hs = h(Rs1 , UID,m3). Apparently,
signature δ consists of the parameters Hs, us1 and us2 . At
the same time, the parameter Hs also consists of the mes-
sage m3, UID and Rs1 . In other words, the verifier uses
the signer’s public key (UID) and KGC’s master public
key e to compute R′s1 first. Then, the verifier uses R′s1 ,
signer’s public key UID and the received message m3 to
generate H ′s = h(R′s1 , UID,m3). When the verifier passes
the equation H ′s =? Hs and the verification of signature
δ, he or she also can believe that the received message m3

is equal to the value m3 in signature δ. Hence, our scheme
can provide a mechanism to convince that the transmitted
message and the signature are correct and complete. The
details of the equation H ′s

?
= Hs and signature verification

are described in Section 4 (Verifying phase).

5.2 Forgery Attack

In this subsection, we have divided the discussion into two
cases: 1) forgery of the message, and 2) forgery of both
the signature and message.

Case 1. Forgery of the message Assume that there is
an attacker, Caesar, who intercepts the signature
δ = (Hs, us1 , us2) and message m3 and modifies
the message to m′3. Then, Caesar sends m′3 and
δ = (Hs, us1 , us2) to the verifier, Janet. She then uses
signer’s public key (UID) and KGC’s master public
key e to compute R′s1 = (us2)e(UID)Hsus1 . Next,
she uses R′s1 to generate H ′s = h(R′s1 , UID,m

′
3)

and verifies whether Hs is equal to H ′s. In this
instance, H ′s = h(R′s1 , UID,m

′
3) is not equal to

Hs = h(Rs1 , UID,m3). So, the verifier can easily
detect that there is something strange in the received
message and signature.

Case 2. Forgery of both the signature and message
Assume that Caesar intercepts the signature δ =
(Hs, us1 , us2) and message m3 and modifies both
signature and message to δmodify = (H ′s, u

′
s1 , u

′
s2)

and m′′3 . Caesar may try to cheat the verifier by
sending δmodify and m′′3 to the verifier. Unfortu-
nately, the parameter Hs consists of Rs1 , UID and

m3, where Rs1 = UIDrs1x
2rs1
UID. Apparently, Cae-

sar cannot generate the correct Rs1 , us1 = x
Hs+rs1
UID

and us2 = ((xUIDUID)d)rs1−Hs without the correct
xUID and master secret key d. Therefore, Caesar
cannot pass the verification or fool the verifier be-
cause without the correct secret value xUID and mas-
ter secret key d, he cannot generate the signature.
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As Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate, our scheme can withstand
the forgery attack.

5.3 Non-Repudiation

Here, we assume that Caesar is a malicious signer, who
signed an important message m with his signature, but
then denies his signature. In our proposed scheme, the
signer must use her/his identity UID and secret value
xUID to compute Rs1 = UIDrs1X2rs1 and uses secret
value xUID and private key (xUIDUID)d to generate

us1 = x
Hs+rs1
UID and us2 = ((xUIDUID)d)rs1−Hs . Af-

ter that, he can generate the complete signature δ =
(Hs, us1 , us2), where Hs = h(Rs1 , UID,m). Caesar can-
not repudiate the signature because no one can generate
the correct signature parameters without the correct se-
cret value xUID. Specifically, in our proposed scheme,
when the signer generates a secret value xUID, he or
she has to use the blinding phase to let KGC sign the
blind signature on value xUID. Therefore, Caesar cannot
choose another secret value and create xdUID to gener-
ate the fake private key (xUIDUID)d) by himself. Hence,
the proposed scheme can prevent signers from repudiating
their signature.

5.4 Problems of Signer’s Public Key

In Zhang and Mao’s scheme, the signer’s public key
PKID = H0(ID)XID consists of the signer identity ID
and secret value XID. When the verifier receives a signa-
ture from the signer, he or she cannot verify whether the
public key is correct or not without the secret value. An-
other reason for the verifier cannot verify the public key
is that there has no certificate to check signer’s public
key in certificateless signature system. Hence, in our pro-
posed scheme, when the verifier receives a signature from
a signer, the verifier can directly use the signer’s identity
to verify the signature. In short, we improved upon this
weakness in Zhang and Mao’s RSA-based certificateless
scheme.

5.5 Royalty Problem of KGC

Assume that there is an attacker, Caesar, who is one
of the KGC’s members, and he obtains the real mas-
ter key d. Also, there is a victim signer (Josh) and
victim verifier (Janet) in our proposed scheme. Cae-
sar stealthily generates the partial private key dJosh =
h0(Josh)MSK = h0(Josh)d and randomly chooses the
secret value XCaesar. After that, Caesar can impersonate
Josh to generate the fake public key PK ′Josh = Josh and
fake private SK ′Josh = xdCaesarJosh

d = (xCaesarJosh)d.
Now, Caesar uses PK ′Josh and SK ′Josh to sign the fake
important message m4 as follows:

Step 1. Caesar randomly chooses a number rc1 .

Step 2. Then, Caesar computes

Rc1 = Joshrc1x
2rc1
Caesar,

Hc = h(Rc1 , Josh,m4),

uc1 = x
Hc+rc1
Caesar ,

uc2 = ((xCaesarJosh)d)rc1−Hc .

Step 3. After that, Caesar can generate the invalid sig-
nature δ′′ = (Hc, uc1 , uc2).

Step 4. Finally, Caesar sends invalid signature δ′′ and
important message m4 to Janet.

When Janet receives the message and signature, she
can compute as follows and believes the result she has
verified.

Step 1. Janet can compute R′c1 = (uc2)e(Josh)Hcuc1
first.

Step 2. Then, she can generate H ′c = h(R′c1 , Josh,m4)
using parameter R′c1 , Josh’s identity and the received
message m4.

Step 3. She can verify whether H ′c is equal to Hc or not.
If it is not equal, then she knows that the signature
and message are incorrect. Otherwise, she can be-
lieve the signature and message. The details of the
equation are as follows:

H ′c = h(R′c1 , Josh,m4)

= h((uc2)e(Josh)Hsuc1 , Josh,m4)

= h(((xCaesarJosh)d)rc1−Hc)e

(Josh)Hcx
Hc+rc1
Caesar , Josh,m4)

= h(((xdCaesarJosh
d)rc1−Hc)e

(Josh)Hcx
Hc+rc1
Caesar , Josh,m4)

= h(((xedCaesarJosh
ed)rc1−Hc)

(Josh)Hcx
Hc+rc1
Caesar , Josh,m4)

= h((x
rc1−Hc

Caesar Josh
rc1−Hc)

(Josh)Hcx
Hc+rc1
Caesar , Josh,m4)

= h((x
2rc1
CaesarJosh

rc1 ), Josh,m4)

= h(Rc1 , Josh,m4)

= Hc.

Apparently, even when Caesar uses a fake signature, it
can easily pass verification because Caesar has the cor-
rect master private key d. Nevertheless, when Josh and
Janet realize that the message and the signature are incor-
rect in our proposed scheme, Josh can provide his private
key (XJohnJohn)d and blinded secret value (XJohn)d to
the police or the judge. Because we know that no one
can create a private key and blinded secret value with-
out the master private key d, the judge can that be-
lieve (XCaesarJohn)d and Xd

Caesar was created by KGC.
Hence, if there were an attacker with strong power trying
to impersonate the signer in our proposed scheme, our
proposed scheme would protect the signer.
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Table 1: Comparisons of computational cost

Zhang and Mao’s scheme [14] The proposed scheme
Signature length 1969 bits 2208 bits

Signing computation 3e+ 1M 3e
Verifying Computation 2.4e 1.2e

Algorithms 7 8
Phases 7 4

e: exponentiation operator (relative expensive in RSA crypto-system)
M : multiplication operator

5.6 Performance Analyzes

Here, we compare the computational cost between our
proposed scheme and Zhang and Mao’s scheme. In Zhang
and Mao’s scheme, they point out that one RSA’s mod-
ulus of length is 1024 bits and one output length of the
hash function is 160 bits. In addition, they also point out
that the cost of one multi-exponentiation is about 20%
more than the cost of one exponentiation. The details
are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, although the length of signature
in our scheme is longer than in Zhang and Mao’s scheme,
the signing computation cost and the verifying computa-
tion cost are more efficient.

6 Conclusions

Recently, the certificateless-based signature scheme has
been found to not only solve the certificate management
problem, but also to overcome the key escrow problem. In
this paper, we proposed a strong RSA-based certificate-
less signature scheme to improve the security of Zhang
and Mao’s scheme. Our proposed scheme makes the
RSA-based certificateless signature system more useful
and powerful. At the same time, it is capable of resist-
ing more intense malicious behavior. Furthermore, we
achieve lower computational cost in than in Zhang and
Mao’s scheme. For all of these reasons, our scheme is
more suitable for certificateless-based signature systems.
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